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ABSTRACT
We study the structureof Banach spaces Xdeterminedby the coincidenceof nuclear maps on X
with certain operator ideals involving absolutely summing maps and their relatives. With the emphasis
mainly on Hilbert-spacevalued mappings, it is shown that the class ofHilbert-Schmidtspaces arises
as a'solutionset' of the equation involving nuclear maps and the ideal of operators factoring through
Hilbert-Schmidtmaps. Among other resultsof this type, it is also shown that Hilbert spaces can be
characterisedby the equalityofthis latter ideal with the idealof2-summingmaps. We shall also make use
ofthis occasion to give analternativeproofofa famous theoremofGrothendieckusing some well-known
results from vector measure theory.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a previouswork [18], the author had proved that for aBanachspace X, the
equality TI1(X,.e\) = N(X,.e2) holds exactly when X* verifiesGrothendieck's
Theorem(GT) and hasGordon-Lewisproperty (GL). (See the nextsectionfor
notationand definitions.)Resultsof this type are thearchetypeof thosebelonging
to the general theme involving thedescriptionof Banach spaces X in termsof the
equality of operatorideal componentsrestrictedto pairs of Banachspaces with
X appearingin one of the slots. In thiscontext, the idealsof nuclearoperators
and absolutelysummingoperators,togetherwith their derivatives,tum out to be
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especiallyinteresting.In what follows, we shall beconcerned,amongotherthings,
with the questionof describingBanachspacesdeterminedby theequationobtained
by replacing Il I in the statedresult by the smallestextensionof the ideal of
Hilbert-Schmidtmapson Banachspaces.
Following [8], we shall let IlHS(X, Y) denotethe classof operatorsT: X -+ Y
actingbetweenBanachspacesX and Y which factorisethrougha Hilbert-Schmidt
map, i.e.,there exist boundedlinear maps TI E L(X, ez), TzE L(ez, Y) and To E
L(ez. ez), a Hilbert-Schmidt map such thatT = TzToTI. Letting a; denote the
Hilbert-Schmidtnorm, it is easilyseen that thequantity
where infimum runs over allpossiblefactorisationsof T, defines aBanachspace
norm on lTHS(X, Y). Letting II p denotethe classof p-summing maps, I:::; p < 00,
we have thefollowing chainof (continuous)inclusions:
Eachof the aboveinclusionsfollows as aconsequenceof the definitions with the
exceptionofthe first inclusionwhich follows by combiningGrothendieck'stheorem
with the fact that a nuclearmap factors through a boundedlinear map from eI
into £z.
In what follows, we shall address ourselvesto the questionof reversingthe
above inclusionsand describethe Banachspacesthat result in the process.Let
us summarisebelow what is alreadyknown about the classesof Banachspaces
determinedby the equality of theseclassesof operatorswhereverit is known to
hold:
(i) [18]: N(X, £z) = III (X, £z) if andonly if X* has (GT) and (GL).
(ii) [8]: IlHS(X, £z) = III (X, £z) if and only if X* has cotype2 and (GL).
(iii) [18]: N(X, £z) = Ilz(X, £z) if andonly if dim X < 00.
(iv) [11]: III (X, £z) = Ilz(X, £z) ifandonly ifany (bounded)sequencelying inside
the rangeof an X-valuedcountably-additive(c.a.)measurealreadylies inside
the rangeofameasureofboundedvariationtakingits valuesin a Banachspace
containingX.
This leavesopenthe questionof characterisingBanachspacesX such that
(v) N(X, £z) = IlHS(X, £z).
(vi) IlHs(X, £z) = Ilz(X, ez).
We show that (v)holds precisely for Hilbert-Schmidt spaceswhereas(vi)
characterisesHilbert-spacesisomorphically.SeeSection3 for definitions.
For severalrelatedresultson the geometryof a BanachspaceX determinedby
the coincidenceof nuclearoperatorson X with other important ideals, we refer
to [17].
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We shall also use this occasion to briefly discuss certain aspectsof Radon-
Nikodym propertyof Banach spaces X motivated by animportantoperator ideal-
theoretic characterisationof this property involving the equality of X-valued
absolutely summing maps with nuclear maps onC[O, 1]. Here it is shown that,
unlike in the case of the compact range property, a noncommutative analogue of
the (RNP) is no longer valid.It is also shown that there are noinfinite-dimensional
Banach spaces satisfying the equation obtained by letting 2-summing maps replace
absolutely summing maps in the statedcharacterisationof the (RNP).
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND
We shall follow [4] for various concepts pertaining to Banach spaces and the theory
surroundingnuclear and absolutely summing maps as used in this paper. In what
follows, X shall denote a Banach space withBx and X* denoting its closed unit
ball and the dual, respectively. For Banach spaces X,Y, the spaceof all bounded
linear maps from X intoY shall be denoted byL(X, Y).
Definition 2.1. Given a bounded linear mapT : X ---+ Y between Banach spaces X
andY, we shall say thatT is
(a) nuclear (T E N(X, Y» if there exist (bounded) sequences{fn}~l ~ Bx.,
{Yn}~I ~ By and P.n}~1 E £1,such that
ac
T(x) = I>.n(X, t-iv«. x E X.
n=]
Equivalently,T: X ---+ Y is nuclear if and onlyif T can be factored asT =
T2 0 DoT" whereTI : X ---+ ex, T2 :£I ---+ Yarebounded linear maps andD =
D~ : £00 ---+ £1 is a diagonal map induced by€= (~n)~, E £I:
(b) p-summing (I :::;; p < (0) (T E ITp(X, Y» if there exists c> 0 such that
for all Xi EX, 1 :::;; i :::;; n, n ~ 1.
The infimumofL~1 IAn I taken over allrepresentationsofT as given in (a) shall
be denoted byveT), the nuclear norm of T, whereas thep-summing norm of T,
denoted bynP(T) shall be defined as the infimumofall c > 0 appearing in (b). We
have
IITII :::;; Jrp(T):::;; v(T)
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as can be easily checked. See [4], Proposition 5.5, Corollary 5.24.
According to Grothendiecks theorem (see [15],Theorem 5.12), all bounded
linear maps from anL I space into a Hilbert space are absolutely summing:
L(L I , L 2) = Il 1( L I, L2). Analogously, for boundedlinearmaps onL cc spaces, we
haveL(Lx . L 2) = n 2(Lx . L 2)·
We collect below some importantpropertiesof these classesof operatorswhich
shall be used in the sequel.
Proposition2.2. Let X and Y be Banach "paces. Then the following assertions
hold:
(i) N (X, Y) C np(x. Y) c nq (X , Y) (I ~ p ~ q < (0).
(ii) n, 0 nq (X ) c Er (X ) (~ = i +~. I ~ p , q < (0) .
(iii) n ~2)(x. Y) c N( X. Y).
Here we recall that for operator ideasA and l3, the symbolA 0 l3(X. Y) has been
used for thecomponentof A 0 l3 on the pair(X, Y), defined by
A 0 l3(X , Y) = {T : X ~ Y: 3 BanachspaceZ and
TI E l3(X , Z ), T2 E A (Z , Y)
such thatT = T2TI },
whereasEr (X ) denote s the classof thoseoperators on X which haver-summable
eigenvalues. We shall alsoabbreviateA 0 A to A(2) . Thus , in particular, ni2) =
Il 2 0 Il 2 . For aproofof these statements, we refer to[I 3], ChapterI.
Definition 2.3. A Banach spaceX is said to havecotype q (2 ~ q < (0) if there
exists c> 0 such that
(
II )I/q (J11 11 11 2)1/2t1I1X;llq ~ c [ t1r;(W)X;
holds for all finite sequences(x; )7= 1 in X and for all n ;;:: 1. Here (rll)~1 is the
sequenceof Rademacher functions on[0.1]. It is known that L p spaces have
cotypeq whereq =max(p .2). According to a deep theoremofTalagrand,aBanach
space X has cotypeq (2 < q < (0) if and only if eachunconditionallyconvergent
series in X isabsolutelyq-convergent.
Finally, we say that a Banach spaceX has theGordon- Lewis prop erty (GL, for
short)if €2-valued absolutely summing maps onX factorise over anL I-space. This
property is shared by Banach spaces having an uncondit ionalSchauderbasis and,
more generally, by all Banach lattices. See [4], Chapter 17.
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3. MAIN RESULTS
Following [7], we shall say that a BanachspaceX is a Hilbert-Schmidt spaceif
any boundedlinear operatoractingbetweenHilbert spacesthat factorsthroughX
is of the Hilbert-Schmidttype. It is easily checkedthat X is a Hilbert-Schmidt
spaceif and only if L(X, £z)= TIz(X, £z) (see [4],Proposition2.7). Also, Hilbert-
Schmidtpropertyis self-dual:X hasHilbert-Schmidtpropertyif and onlyif X* has
it ([4], Theorem4.20). As examplesof Hilbert-Schmidtspaces,we have theclass
of Banachspacesverifying Grothendieck'stheoremwhich include
(i) L j-spaces([ 15],Chapter5).
(ii) Quotientsof Lj-spacesby reflexive subspaces([4], Corollary 15.16).
(iii) SubspacesX of C(K) such thatC(K)j X is reflexive ([4], Theorem15.13);
here K is acompactHausdorffspace.
(iv) BanachspacesX enjoyingthe bilinearextensionproperty([9], Theorem3.4):
everybilinearform on X extendsto abilinear form on Y for any superspaceY
containingX. This classincludes,in particular.
(v) Pisier'sspaceX: X e, X:::: X ®rr X (see[15]).
However, not allHilbert-Schmidtspacesare (GT)-spaces:consideran L oc space
on anymeasurespaceor the discalgebraA(D) which is not a(GT)-spacebut for
which A(D)* is a (GT)-space.The latter fact is oneof the deepestresultsin the
theory, due toBourgain[2].
We are nowreadyto prove our firstmain theorem.
Theorem3.1. For a Banach space X, the fallowing statements are equivalent:
(i) X is a Hilbert-Schmidt space.
(ii) N(X, £z)= TIHS(X. £z)·
Proof. 0) ~ (ii). This is a simple consequenceof the definition of a Hilbert-
Schmidt spacecombinedwith the fact that acompositeof 2-summingmaps is
alwaysnuclear(Proposition2.2(iii».
(ii) ~ (i): To show that L(X, £z) = TIz(X, £z), let T E L(X. £z) and choose
S E TIz(£z. X) arbitrarily. Then, by Pietsh'sfactorisationtheorem,we can write
S = uwv where v: £z ---+ C(K), u: Lz«.") ---+ X are bounded linear maps and
w: C(K) ---+ Lz(/J.) is thecanonicalinjection. Then ST = uwvT and we see that the
map wvT : X ---+ Lz (/J.) factorsthroughthe Hilbert-Schmidtmap wv: £z---+ Lz(/J.).
By the given hypothesis,the mapwvT and therefore,ST = u(wvT) is a nuclear
operator.Thusthereexistsc > 0 suchthat
To completethe proof, we usetraceduality. Thus let E, F be finite-dimensional
spacesand let Uo E L(E, X), Vo E L(£z, F), Wo E L(F, E) be arbitrarily chosen.
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Now (* ) appliedto UOW()V() and using [4],Lemma6.14, leads to:
I trace(wovoTuo) I = I trace(uowovoT) I
:s; v( uowovoT)
:s; C7l"2(UOWOVO) II Til
:s; cll uo llll vo IIIl Tll7l"2(wo) .
This gives
which shows thatT E IT 2(X . (2)' 0
Remark. It is possible to provide analternative argumentto the above proof.
Indeed(ii) gives aconstantc > 0 such thatv( ·) :s; C7l"HSO. Let T E L(X, £2) and
fix S E L(£2, X) arbitrarily. We have
However,RT E ITHS(X, £2)=N(X, £2) and this yields
Itrace (RTS)I :s; v(RTS)
:s; v(RT) II SIl
:s; CJrHs(RT) II SIl
:s; c IlT Il II Slla2(R).
Finally, invoking [4], Proposition2.7, it follows that7l"2(T) = sUPII SII~ ) 7l"2 (T S) =
supl ]trace(RTS)I; a2(R ) :s; I, IISI1 :s; I} :s; ellTIl and we are done.
Combining the above result withJarchow's theorem ment ioned in theintroduc-
tion, we recover the following theoremof the author [18] which was proved by a
different method.
Corollary 3.2. For a Banach space X, the following statem ents are equivalent:
(i) N(X,£2)=IT)(X, £2)
(ii) X* has (GT) and (GL) .
Proof. (i) =} (ii). As noted in the introduction, we haveN (X , (2 ) C TIHS(X , ( 2)
which, by virtueof (i), gives IT I (X, £2) C ITHS(X, £2). But by [8], Proposition I,
this latter inclusion holds exactly whenX* has (GL ) and cotype 2. However,
cotype 2 implies IT 2(X *, £2) = IT l(X*, £2). Finally, the inclusion:ITHS(X, £2) C
IT)(X, £2) = N(X , £2) gives, by virtueof Theorem3.1, thatX, and hence ,X* is a
Hilbert-Schmidtspace. Together withcotype2, thisyields that X* has (G T).
(ii) => (i). Under the assumptionsof (ii), it follows from [18], Corollary 4.5, that
X* has cotype2. Combining with (GL) -property ofX*, this yields by Jarchow's
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theorem stated above, the equal ity:IT HS(X, e2) = IT I (X, e2). Since X* is, in
particular, a Hilbert-Schmidtspace and,therefore,so is X, Theorem3.1 yields:
ITHS(X, e2) = N(X, e2). Thesetwo equalitiestogetheryield (i). 0
Using aduality argumentgives the following corollary.
Corollary3.3. For a Banach space X, thefollowing statements are equivalent:
(i) N (X*, e2) = IT,(X*, e2)
(ii) X has (GT) and (GL).
An application of the above twocorollaries yields the following equivalent
conditionsfor finite dimensionalityof a Banachspace.
Corollary 3.4. Each of the following conditions on a Banach space X is both
necessary and sufficientfor X to be finite-dimensional:
(i) X has (GL) and both X and X* have (GT).
(ii) X has (GL) and cotype 2 and X* has (GT).
(iii) X has (GL) and (GT) and X* has cotype 2.
The proof in each case follows bycombiningthe aboveCorollarieswith [18],
Proposition4.3, which says that aBanachspace X isfinite-dimensionalif and only
if IT2(X, e2) = N(X, e2).
We now show that the'solutionset' determinedby the equation: ITHS(X, e2) =
IT2(X, e2) is given preciselyby the classof Banachspaceswhich are(isomorphi-
cally) Hilbertian.
Theorem3.5. For a Banach space X, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) ITHs(X, e2) = IT2(X, e».
(ii) X is Hilbertian.
Proof. It suffices to show that(i) => (ii) as theotherimplicationfollows by recalling
the fact thatp-summingmaps actingbetweenHilbert spacescoincidewith Hilbert-
Schmidtmaps.
To prove thedesiredconclusion,we invoke the by-nowwell-known (Eigenvalue
Theorem)due to Johnson,Konig, Maurey and Retherfordto the effect that a
Banach spaceX is Hilbertian exactly whennuclearmaps on X haveabsolutely
summableeigenvalues[10]. Thus, given anuclear map T on X, we can write
T =T2DT, where T] E L(X, ex) and T2 E L(el, X) are boundedlinear maps and
D = D~ :eoo --+ e) is adiagonalmap inducedby ~ E e). Further, we canfactoriseD
as D = D2D] where DI = Dei E L(fx, f2) and D2 = D73 E L(£2, eI) arc diagonal
maps inducedby ii ;~ E f2, respectively. SinceD) E IT2(£00,e2), it follows that
D] TI E IT2(X, e2) = ITHS(X, e2) and, therefore, Tt Df = (D, T[)* E IT2(e2, X*).
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Noting that T = T2D2D] TI and that D; E n2(l~x, £2), the factorisation: T* =
ir;Df)D;T2* yields that T* E ni
2)(x*)- which, by virtue of Proposition2.2(ii)
gives thatT* and henceT hasabsolutelysummableeigenvalues. By thetheoremof
Johnsonet al. quotedabove, it follows that X isHilbertian. 0
As an interestingconsequenceof the abovetheorem,we recover a special but an
importantcaseof a famoustheoremof Kwapien; see [4],Theorem17.12.
Corollary3.6. A Banach space X is Hilbertian if and only if X has (GL) and both
X and X* have cotype 2.
Proof. Since thenecessitypart is well known, sufficiently follows by invoking
Jarchow'stheoremmentionedin the Introductionwhich says that (GL) andcotype2
property of X* yield the equality: nHS(X,£2) = nj(X,£2) whereascotype 2
propertyof X gives: Il1(X, £2) = n2(X, £2). Combiningthe two equalitiesgives:
nHS(X,£2) = n2(X, £2) which meansthat X is Hilbertian, by virtue of Theo-
rem 3.5. 0
Remark3.7. Oneof the well-knowncharacterisationsofHilbert spacesinvolving
2-summingmaps statesthat a BanachspaceX is isomorphicto a Hilbert space
if (and only if) each2-summingmap on X has a2-summingadjoint (see [4],
Theorem4.19). A proof basedon the ideasof this paperproceedsas follows.
Let T E n2(X, £2). Since T* E n2(£2,X*) by the givenhypothesis,it follows by
Pietschfactorisationthat T* factors over aHilbert-Schmidtmap and,therefore,so
doesT**. In particularT E nHS(X, £2) and Theorem3.5 applies to show thatX is
a Hilbert space.
Before we come to the next result, we recall that theRademacherfunctions in
L 1[0, I] span asubspaceof L I [0, 1] which is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. By
the self-dualpropertyof a Hilbert spaceX, it follows that L I containsisomorphic
copiesof both X and X*. Grothendieckproved in his 'Resume'[6], p. 66, that
Hilbert spaces are the onlyBanachspacesX with this property. In what follows,
we use the ideaofproofof Theorem4.5 combinedwith some basicvectormeasure
theoryto give analternativeproofof this importantfact.
We shall letco(X) and Rvbv(X) denote the following spacesof sequencesin X:
co(X) = {(xn ) C X; Xn -+ 0 in X}
Rvbv(X) = {(x n) C X: 3 a BanachspaceY:J X
and a c.a.additivemeasure/L with
values inY S.t.(xn ) C rg(/L)}.
Here rg(/L)= {/L(E); EEl:} denotesthe range of the vectormeasureI.L: I: -+ Y
where (Q, l:) is ameasurablespace (see [19],Section2).
Theorem3.8. For a Banach space X, the following statements are equivalent:
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(i) X is (isomorphic to) a Hilbert space.
(ii) L1 contains isomorphic copies ofboth X and X*.
(iii) ('o(X) c RI'I,,'(X).
Proof. (i):=} (ii) follows in view of the discussion preceding this theorem.
(ii) :=} (iii): The inclusion Xc L, gives that X has cotype 2 and, in particular,
we have:TI2(X, (2) = TI I (X, (2). By [11], Theorem6, this amounts to saying that
every (bounded) sequence inX which is included inside the range of anX -valued
measure is already contained inside the range of aY-valued measure of bounded
variation for some Banach spaceY containingX. On the other hand, the inclusion
X* c t., yields, by virtueof a theorem of Pineiro andRodriguez-Piazza[14] (see
also [19], Theorem 3.2) that each null sequence inX s containedinside the rangeof
a suitable measure taking its values inX. Combiningthese two observations yields
the inclusion:co(X) C Rvbv(X), which is (iii).
(iii) :=} (i): We show that under the hypothesisof (iii), each nuclear map on
X has absolutely summable eigenvalues which gives (i) in viewof the 'Eigen-
value Theorem' used in theprecedingconsiderations. Thus, letT E N(X) be
a nuclear operator onX. Proceeding as in theproof of Theorem 4.5, we can
write: T: T2DT, where D = D~ :ex -+ eI is a diagonal operator induced by
~ Eel,T] E L (X, eoe) , T2 E L (£ I • X) are bounded linear maps whereTi is given
by: Tz(ii) =L~] cxnYn,a = (cxn) E eJ, for some sequence(Yn) C X which can be
assumed to lie inco(X). By the given hypothesis,(YIl) E Rvbv(X) so that by virtue
of[19], Proposition2.l(iii), we getTz E IT,(e., X). Since D is nuclear, it follows
that TEN 0 IT] (X) c ITi2)( X ) . This yields, by virtueof Proposition 2.2(ii), thatT
has absolutely summable eigenvalues and the Eigenvalue Theorem due to Johnson
et al. applies to conclude the proof.D
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Recall that a Banach spaceX has theRadon-Nikodym property (RNP) if each
X -valued c.a. additive measureofboundedvariation which is absolutely continuous
with respect to a finite scalar measurelJ is Bochner integrable with respect
to v. We also recall thatX has thecompact range property (eRP) if each
X -valued c.a. additive measureofbounded variation has compact range. An elegant
characterisationof these spaces in termsof absolutely summing maps is given in
the following theorem:
Theorem4.1. For a Banach space X, the following statements hold:
(i) ([3], Chapter 6, Section 4, Corollary 7): X has (RNP) ifand only if
IT, (cm), X) = N(C(Q), X)
for each compact Hausdorffspace Q.
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(ii) ([5], Theorem I): X has (CRP) (land only if
n, (C(Q), X) c K(C(Q), x)
for each compact Hausdorffspace Q.
Here K denotesthe idealof compactoperators.Since C(Q) is a (commutative)
C*-algebra,it is natural to ask if the abovecharacterisationstill hold with C(Q)
replacedby anarbitraryC*-algebra.In [16],Theorem4, Randrianantoaninaproved
that the equivalencein (ii) holds for each C*-algebra. Whether an analogous
C*-versionof (i) also holds isansweredin the negative by asimple application
of our Corollary 4.2. Indeed taking the C*-algebra to be B(f,z) - the space
of boundedlinear operatorson f,z - and choosingthe Banach space with the
Radon-Nikodympropertyto be X = f,z, it follows by Corollary 3.2 that B(f,z)*
has (GT) and (GL). Inparticular,B(f,z)* is aHilbert-Schmidtspaceand,therefore,
so is B(f,z). But it follows, for example,from [12], Corollary4.2, thatB(f,z) is not
a Hilbert-Schmidtspace. In fact,B(f,z) is also known to lack the(GL)-property
(see [4],Theorem17.17).
Another natural questionbelonging to this circle of ideas thatarises is the
following:
Are thereinfinite-dimensionalBanachspacesX satisfying
the equationin Theorem4.1(i) with Il I replacedby nz.
We answerthis questionin the negative.
Theorem 4.2. For a Banach space X, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) TIz(C[O, 1], X) = N([C[O, I], X),
(ii) dim X < 00.
Proof. It suffices to prove that (i):::} (ii). By virtue of the space C[O, 1]having
approximationproperty, it follows that the tracefunctional is well defined and
continuouson N(C[O, 1], C[O, 1]**). This yields that N(G[O.!], X)* can be iden-
tified with L(X, C[O, 1]**), (the 'trace dual' of N(C[O.I], X» via the mapping
\lI: L(X, G[O, 1]**) -+ N(C[O.!], X)* given by
\lI(S) = \lis, S E L(X, C[O, 1]**),
where
\lIs(T) =trace(ST), T E N(G[O, I], X).
In a similar vein and using Proposition 2.2(iii), it follows that the dual of
nz(C[o, 1), X) can be identified with TIz(X, C[O, 1]**).Thendualisingtheequation
in (i) gives L(X, C[O,1]**) = nz(X, qo, 1]**). We show that thelatter equation
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yields that X is Hilbertian. Indeed, givenTEN (X), we have, asusual, T =
T2DT! where T, E L(X, £(0), T2 E L(£!, X) are bounded linear operatorsand
DEN (£r:x;, £1)' RecallingBessaga-Pelczynskistheorem[I] which saysthata dual
Banachspacecontains£00 as asubspaceas soon as itcontainsCo as asubspace,
it follows that C[Q, I ]** contains£00 as a subspace.Combinedwith the above
equation,this shows that T1 E D2(X, £(0)' Together,we get T E D2 0 N(X) C
D~2) (X) and, therefore,X is Hilbertian. This follows by combiningthe theorem
of Johnsonet al. mentionedin the proofof Theorem3.5 with Proposition2.2(ii).
Finally, assumingthat X is infinite-dimensional,we canandshall take X to he£2.
Using the fact that C[O, I] is separablyuniversalandthat£I, £2are bothseparable,
it follows that £I appearsas asubspaceof C[O, I] and X as aquotientof £I, via a
quotientmap S :£I -+ X, say. ByGrothendieck'stheoremS is2-summingwhich, as
is well known, can beextendedto a 2-summingmap S:C[O, I] -+ X. By the given
hypothesis,Sis a surjectivenuclearmap, contradictingthe infinite-dimensionality
of X in view of the compactnessof S. D
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